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THE ORIGINS OF THE SUKHODAYA SCRIPT(I) 
' BY J. P.lURNAY AND G. C<EDES. 

It is well known that Rama Ga1hhen in his famous inscrip
tion definitely stated, that he was the inventor of the particular style 
of script of which that very same inscription affords the first known 
instance, and which ever since has been preserved by the Siamese 

as their national scdpt. 
What, however, Rama GaJhhen exactly said is, that he had 

invented· V\Wlh:J 1'Vlt~fl, that is to say that the had invented -this par
ticular style of Tai script, as we venture to translate his phrase in 
English. He did not say that he was the inventor of the Tai 
script, gen~rally speaking; or, at any rate, his words admit of a 
construction which leaves us at liberty to imagine tl1at before 
Rama Gamhen's script there was some other Tai script on which 
Rama Gamhen's rests. 

Let us discuss then the question whether there was a Tai 
alphabet previous t~ Rama Oamh0n. 

rrhe first mention of that view is to be :found in Aymonier's 
Cambodge, III pp. 701-703. Aymonier thought that some inscrip
tions recorded by the Mission Pavie (Mission Pavie, inscr. IV nnd XVI) 
as found in Northern Siam were older than H.ama Gamhen's and 
that consequently we had an authentic specimen of a rrai script 
anterior to Rama Cliirb.heri. It was eventually found that the in
scriptions, on which Aymonier relied, were but recent inscriptions 
in a somewhat archaic style. 

(l) We are indebted to Mr. R. S. le M!1y for a revision of the 
manuscript of this pap·er, which was read at a Scrtional Meeting of the 
Society, July 28

1 
1927, 
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However, h1 Mr. Finot's opinion, Aymonier's view must be 
correct, although not for the reasons on which Aymonier relied. In . 

his "Recherches sur la Littemture lu.oLienne," (BEFEO, XVII, v, 

p. 12), l\I. Finot says in substance that Aymonier was wrong in 
believing that these inscriptions were really older than l1iima 
GaihhEni's, and that consequently we possessed specimens of tho olll 

Tai writing anterior to Rama Gari.Jheri, but that in itself his hypo
thesis is ,very probable. 

'l'hon M. Finot comes to a discussion as to what was Rama 
Ga1hhen's contribution, and conseqently as to what sort of script the 
older Tai writing was(l). 

I£ Rii,ma Gi11hhen borrowed liis script directly froln the 

Khmer, why did he not adopt the monumental f(Jrm of Khmer writ
ing known through the gt·eater number of Khmer inscriptions.? Why 
did he choose a cursive form of Khmer script which, although it 
appears in some inscriptions, was considered inferior to the monu
mental form ? 

It has been proved beyond doubt by M. Finot's own dis

quisitions, that the Tai script known as Rama Ga1hhen's script is 
based on a cursive form of the Khmer script. 

As M. Finot thus puts the question, we can readily understand, 

if there was before Rama Gamheii's time a Tai script (derived, it is 
true, from the Khmer script, but still, Tai already), why Rama Ga1hhe:ii 
chose that older Tai script as a basis for his OWl:. We can easily 
understand how the older Tai script,. being a non-official one, bor

rowed with a view only to meet business requirements and for priv
ate use, should be based on the unofHcial form of Khmer script used 
for daily transactions. We can nnclerstttnd also why, there being 
a script with a nat.ional tradition attached to it already, it shonlJ 
be tlu~t one that Rama Gamhen selected, as we lmve goo1l reasons to 
imagine Rama Ga1hh8n aq a Sovereign with strong national feelings. 
As an independent lord, Rama Garb.hen in forming his new qfficial 

(1). We should nn,turn,lly refer the ren,der to C. B. Bradley's pt<per 
( J. S. S., X, 1 ) whose views as to the Cambodian of·igin of the Sukhodnyn. 
script h:we received a decisive confirmation from M; Finot. 

XXI-2. 
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sc1•ipt (and a very clever device too) wished to have it clearly 
understood that it was something Ttti in spite of the actuaJ origin 
of the system• being Khmer. 

So far, therefore, ':"e make the claim that Ra.ma Giimhen's 
scdpt was not an enLirely new one, but an improved form of a 'l'ai 
script in use before that l{jng's time. 

M. Finot describes that older proto-Siamese writing, as it may 
be termed to avoid ambiguity, as provided with the necessary means 
to render the main features of the language as regards vowels and 
tones. This formula is none too clear, but it is correct, in so far as 
we take it to mean that Ri1ma Gi11hhei:!'s contribution was to improve 
the tone notation, or better, to set it up altogether. 

Indeed, Mr. Finot has done more than ha,lf the work towards 
. solving the problem, as it is he who has evolved the method we pro
pose to follow. 

'l'he problem is: what was the form o£ that old 'l'ai alphabet, 

and in what respects was it different from the one we know ? 

M, Finot answers: the Black Tai u.lpha.bets are its true re
flection, but we answer: the true reflection is the Lao alplmbet, as 

us~d by the Lao or Luang Prabang. But the principle Ot our 

, ,c methods of deduction is the same. 

i.J We shall have first to discuss M. Finot's views, as they cannot 
be dismissed wibhout careful consideration. According to l\1. Finot, 
three Black 'l'ai alphabets have been publisheu so far as belmiging to 
the same type. 'rhey were collected, the first at La.i-eh~u by 

• . . M:. Lefevre-Pontalis, the second u.t N ghl a-1~ and V u n-bu by General 
guet, u.ncl tho t.hird at' Hu'ng-lwa by l\'I. Silvestre. Each of them 

• ta;bulates the signs in a cliffomnt order, none of which is the one 
)aid down by tradition. 'l'his, M. Finot says, is a noteworthy 

ty. Nothing, indeed, has a more perma.nent cha.racter than 
betical order. It is generally handed down from generation to 

with the most scrupulous faithfulness. It passes from 

memory of the parents to that of the children, crystallized liken, 
This is ,.,o far true that, in the brains of the Cha.1ns, 

Sanskrit alphabet has been preserved, without the sl~gh,te.st 

x:in-'-~• 
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alteration, as a sacred "mantra" now no longer intelligible to them
selves. Now, says M. Finot, how are we to explain why the Tai of 
Tongking should have forsaken, under no compulsion, .. the immemor
ial order of the Indian alphabets, so logical, with such a good 
rhythm, so easy to memorize, only to retain their component parts 
associated in a haphazard medley. Is it not more 111Ltural to believe 
that this inconsistent alphabet is a reflection o£ the :first attempt at 
the adaptation of an Indian script to a tonal language? There is no 
reason why that attempt, clumsy and empirical as itA result was, 
should not have proved successful in establishing an approximate 
correspondence between the consonants anrl the tones, and have 
determined the two great series of low and high characters, which 
form the framework of the Tai script. In M. Finot's opinion, Rama 
Gaihhei!'s contribution, therefore, probably consisted in remodelling 
the· old rudimentary system adapted from the Indian alphabet, in 

completing it by the addition of a few new signs, and in making the 

notation of tones more preciRe (op. laud., p. 16). 

Strong as M. Finot's argument is, we are not at all satisfied 

that the three alphabets, of which he avails himself in support of his 

claim, are not the result of a decadence, for which it would be easy 

to account, since we are dealing here with comparatively baekward 

tribes. It is, besides, incontrovertible that such a decadence actually 

took place, so far as the shapes of the Black Tai characters· are 

concerned, since they are but a degenerate form, though easy to 

recognize, of the characters used for the last six centuries by the 
eastern Lao. 

If the Tai did borrow their script from the Khmer, they must 

have borrowed as well the Khmm· uJpbabetical order, from which we 
have no reason to suspect that the Khrner ever deviated. Now, if 

the prestige of the alphabetical order is so great that it happens to 
be preserved under the conditions which M. Finot describes in the 

case of the Chams, how much stronger will be its power to impress 

itself on the mind at the very time when the alphabet is borrowed, 

that is to say, taught by a cultured people to another people which 

is eager to acquire culture. It is the more difficult to understand 
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why the Tai should have upset the alphabetical order of Kinner and 
Sanskrit, seeing that, us we intend to explain on another occasion, 
the chief division of that alphabet into two main classes of conRon
ants exn,ctly fits in with the two tonal classes of 'l'ai. Even if we 
allow, which seems unavoidable, that the old Tai cursive script had 
nothing official t.tbout it, that it was destitute of prestige, t.tnd even 
that the position or the lt.tnguage it connoted was but a subordinate 
one as compared with that of Khmer, the fact remains that jt can
not be the outcome of tho exertions of a man of no culture. 

It must needs have been the work of a disciple of a Khmer 
master, perhaps even of a Khmer himself; and, this being the case, 
how is it possible to conceive that one or the other of these men, 
who must have been possessed of culture at least to a certain 

extent, would have devi11tecl, under no compulsion whatever, from 
the teachings of his master or from his own nation11l tmclition on a 
point of capital importance, never questioned before. We cannot 
subscribe, therefore, to M. Finot's theory that the old proto-Siame&e 
script ~s 11t the pr.esent time correctly represented by its Black Tai 
descencla,nts. We thinlc, on the contrary, tlmt these Black 'l'ai • 
11lplmbets 11re only degenerate forms of the script in use among the 
eastern Lao of French Laos, which in our theory plays the pa,rt 
which .M. Finot entrusted, in his, to its Bla,ck Tai offspring. 

Indeed, the theory that these .Black 'l'ai alphabetA are only 
an offspring of the e11Rtem Lao script is almost certain. It would 
be 'beyond the scope of this paper to discuss this ma,tter here, owing 
to the many palaeogmphical details involved, but any one with some 
experience of the scripts in' question would, we venture to assert, 
grant us the proposition. It see~ns then, that we might, mutatis 
muta,nclis, reasonably apply M. Finot's theory on the relation between 

the Blu.~k Tai alphabets and the proto-Siamese to the relation 

between the eastern Lao alpha,bet a,nd the old proto-Siamese. .But 
before doing so we must dispose of another of M. Finot's theories 
about that eastern Lao alphabet, which blocks our p11th. 

In l\1. Finot's opinion this Lao alphabet is 11 simplified form 
of Hi:Lma Ga1hhini's alpha,bet; it is to be distinguished from Ri1ma 
Gari:lher1's by a considerable simplification; it; has done away with the 
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supradcntf1l series, with those consonants which we cf1ll secondary 
( '11, 01, ), ·with the voiced aspirates, and with tho tone signs (Finot, op. 
laud., p. 2G). It is difficult to understand why M. Finot, who considers 
the simplicity of the Black 'l'ai alphabet to be good evidence of its 
nntiquity, docs not apply the Rttme reasonil'lg to the Lao alphabet, 
and why in thifl cn.se he considers the Rimplicity of the Lao alphabet 
to be the re.sult of rt simplification, some signs having been dis
carded, insten.d of being evidence of its antiquity, as in the o~her 
ca.c;e. 

It is true, and this is apparently the origin of M. Finot's 
view, thn,t the graphic sha.pes o£ the eastern Lao characters were 

taken from the Suk:hodaya script. But this is not ccnclnsive evi
dence as to the origin of the Lao alphabet. 

\Ve know of a Tai o,lphabet, which, while borrowing its gra

phic materin,l from the Burmese script, is quite independent of 
Burmese as to the content of the alphabet itself: we are referring 
here to tho Shan alphabet. The eastern Lao in the same '''ay, may 

• wo1l htwe adopted a new garb, more fashionable than the old one, 
for their alphabet,_ without giving up more deeply rooted habits, 
closely connected with their linguistic tradition, on which, as we 
shall see, the system of that alphabet is actually based.' It is rather 
difficult to understand why the eastern Lao, having borrowed from 
Sukhodaya a well constructed script (while in other directions main· 
t11ining a fairly high standard of. culture), should have attempted to 
simplify that script- a script which suited their l11nguage perfectly 
well as it stood. It is much eaRier to understand that, being already 
possesAed of u. more Rimple alphabet clet·ived from the Khmer cursive 
script, they modified its outward appeara,nce in accordance with a 
new faRhion, without changing its content. It must be borne in 
mind tlw .. t a graphical ana,lysis of the eastern Lao script points to 
the beginning of the XIVth. century as the date of the borrowing 
of the Sukhoclaya shape of letters, a time when, in Rama Gamhe:ri's 
own words, the sway of Sukhodaya extended as far as the Tai living 
on the banks of the U river and the Mekhong river (Ocedes, CIS, 
I, iv, 13), that is to say, as far as that eastern Laos of whom we are 
speaking. 

XXI-2. 
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vVe have now arrived at a point where the mam features 
of our theory appen~· to be outlined. vVe luwo cndonvomed to show, 
that sonic of tho re11sons adduced by M. Fino!; in support of his own 
theory that tho Bhck Tai alpha bets nrc 11 fnithfnl reflection of the 
old proto-Sin,mese script, although they do not Herve that particular 
purpose, can be u.pplied alternn.tcly to tho on~:~tern Lu,o script. At tho 
srtme time, we hope to have Hhown that the reasons adclucccl by 1\1. 
Finot to prove that the Lao script w11s derived from the Sukhoclaya 
sm;ipt appear to be r11thor inconclusive in character. 

We believe it to· he highly probable that the true reflection 
of the proto-Siamese is to be looked for in the eastern Lao script, 
which, to put it more strikingly, is pl'Obably nothing but the old 
proto-Siamese. alplutbet, with a superficial dressing borrowed from 
Sul;:hodaya. 

It might be objected in opposition to our theory that we 
have been indulging in the same laxity of logic with which we were 
but a moment ago reproaching l\1. Fiuot. We have ~aid that con
clusive evidence that the Black Tai alphnbets are not the lawful re
presentatives of the old proto-Siamese alphabet lies in the fact that' 
those alphabets were borrowed from the eastern Lao. It seems 
that we ought to apply to the :Black Tai alphabets the same reason
ing that we have itpplied to the easter•n Lao alphabet, and to say 
that the Black Tai have, aftee all, only borrowed the shapes of the 
letters. 

But: (1) Our theory would still hold g~od even if the 
arguments in favour of M. Finot's VIews were stronger, 
because we only contend that the eastern Lao alphabet 
is the direct offspring of the proto-Siamese alphabet, and we have no 
objection to the view that the Black 'l'ai alphabet rnay, in a way, 
though indirect, represent tho old proto-Siamese alphabet. 

(2) We know that the :Black Tai came to their present 
habito,t,ion from the lll~ighbonrhood of the country occupied by the 

eastern Lao; and moreover, that they are appreciably below the 

eastern Lao in culture, the relative position o£ the eastern Lao and 

the Sukhoclaya 'l'ai being quite different and one o£ equn.lity. There 
is tllllS a good chance that the Black Tai did borrow thejr script 
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from the Lao, since the two scripts are almost exactly the same 
after all, and the contact between the two people at an early period 
is an a,cknowledged fact, as well as the superiority of the eastern 
Lao over the Black Tai. This latter fact, coupled with the later 
separation of the Black Tai from the eastern Lao would fully account 
for the decadence in the script of the latter which we mentioned 
above. But, if these reasons do not seem conclusive, we may say 
that the genealogy of the Lao alpha,bet can be represented in one of 
the two following wa.ys :-

(I) 

Proto-Siamese script 

/ ~ 
Sukhodaya script Eastern Lao script 

BlaeJTai '"ipl 
(II) 

Proto-Siamese script 

/ ~ 
Sukhodaya Eastern Lao Black 1'ai 

script script script 

In either case our conclusions will be the same, since the material 
derived from the Black Ta.i script is to the same eft'ect as that deriv
ed from the eastern Lao script. The only difference is that, in the 
case of the eastern Lao ·script, the facts are clearer, while, in our 
opinion, the easteen Lao script is at least nearer to the proto-Siamese 
script than is the Black 'Iai script. 

Let us now assume it to be likely that the genealogy of the 
two alphabets, i. e. the Sukhoclaya form and the eastern Lao, is as 
follo,\rs :-

XXI-2, 
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Proto-Siamese script 

/ \ 
Sukhodaya script E11stern Lao script (the shape 

of letters only being borrowed 
from Sukhodaya) 

We have so far tried to show that the eastern Lao script is 
an independent offspring of the proto-Siamese script. What we 
wish to prove now is that the content or the eastern Lao alphabet is, 
except in one or two particulars, the same as the content of the old 
proto-Siamese alphabet, or, to put it ili other words, that the S~&kho· 

daya script is a 1nod·ijication of an alphabet the content of 7nhiclt. 
was identical with that of the eastM'n Lc6o alphabet. . 

The best evidence in favour of such identity is that the 
eastern Lao alphabet is the very form of alphabet we should expect 
to find, when given the Kinner script as a model on the one hand 
and Tai as the language to be written on the other. 

One of the chief requisites of the old Siamese script in order 
to fit a Tai language was, according to M. lTinot, that it should be 
able to render the chief features o£ the tonal system. 

'fhis is true. But what are we to understand by "the chief 
features of the tonal systern of the Tai languages" ? The only 
answer is to describe that system as M. I!'inot does, namely that it 
restg entirely on tho opposition between the low and high consonants 
(the middle group being· secondary from the point of vie>v of tones). 

'l'his is a proposition acknowledged by all students of Siamese, 
hut, curiously enough, it is altogether a mistake to think it applies to 
modern Siamese as it is spoken. It applies only to the written £orm. 
In the case of Siamese, as in so many other instances the spelling, 
hei.ng conservative, has p.t;eserved a reflection o£ the language which 
i13 by no means true to its present condition, as spoken. 

In Siamese 'lJ. bl, eJ etc., are phonetically exactly the same as 

A. 'Vl, W that is to say, phonetically; 

lc' 
t· 
p' 
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'Thus lc', t', Jl', cn,n appea,r as initial consonants of syllables, 
which may equally be uttered in ttny one of tho five standard 
tones. Similarly VI~ and ~ etc., being 11. etc. 11nd ?i etc., can a)so be 
uttered in n.ny one of the five tones. 

On the other hn.nd, the so-called middle class conso\1antR, 
generally speaking, exclude the use of t\vo out of the five tones. So 
that theee are now two tonal classes of consona,nts, one which includes 
a,ll the high and low, and another >vhich covers tho so-c11lled middle 
class consonantR. Moreov~w, there is only an indistinct separation 
between the two classes with which we are left. 'The middl):l chtss 
has no tone peculiar to itse1f, so that it is now r.Imost true to say 
that the initial consonant is without influence on the nature of the 
tone, a condition Vi'hich is the exact reverse of wlmt we gather 
from the written language. 

'l'he gap between means of notation and what is actually to 
be noted in writing is even wider in Siamese than in English or 
French, and, if the Siamese script is now a convenient mea,ns of nota
tion on the whole, the reason is that it affords, a,s a consequence of 
its m11ny methods of noting one and the same sound, an easy way of 
distinguishing words which are homophones, except for the tone, and 
which would be far less clearly distinguished by means of purely 
diacritical signs. 

The fact, however, remains that the two classes which we know 
from the script must have been the tone clatises o:E the old spoken 
language. 

Let us now revert to our main subject. Suppose that, when 
the Tai script was invented, the phonetic condition of the language 
was the same as it is now. It is not possible to imagine that the 
inventors should have resorted to the system of tone classes that we 

. know. We must admit that, at the titne when the script' was 
inYentecl, evan regardlef'S of tone, the letter A WI1S pronounced in a 
different vvay from "!J. This being admitted, no other condition is 
required to account for the difference in notation. This is i1i fact 
exactly what 'we find to be the system of the eastern Lao script, as 
in that dialect there is only one single ch11racter for each phonetic 
senes 111 each tone class. We have: 'll, A: t:J, 'VI: e-1, 'V'l and no '31. TI. n. 
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According to M .. Finot's theory these latter consommts must 
have been dropped by the Lao. One view iR that this is not at all 
obvious, and that HiLma Ga1hhei1 may just as \Vell have added them 
to the old 'rai n,lplmbct. In the Lao alphabet there is, of course, a third 
class of conson~1nts, namely tho non-aspirate surdR, tho middle 
consonants of Si'amese, n, etc., but actually these do not mttke up tt 

tonal clt1ss of their own, :1s they are subject to ex:1ctly the same 
rules as the high class consonants. 

0 

Now t.here is another point with the eastom Lao writing. · It 
lacks the tonal signs which we ha\'e in Siamese. "']'hey lH:we been 
discarded by the L11o," says M. Finot, but we maintain that Ranu:t, 

Gi.i.1hhei1 added them to the old 'l'ai script. If we consider t,he tomLl 
Rystem of the eastern Lao, as it appears in Gnignard, we shall at 
once notice that not one single tone is common to the two classeR. 

High class Low class 
(1.

2 
Ct1 a

11 
a, a" a5 

If a word is written with an initin.l 'll, we know beyoml 
doubt that it is nob to be pronounced in any one of the three 
tones c~ , n" , a6 • We arc left to choose among the three 
tones a2 , a,1 , a3 , , which, for a Lao, would not bo a pm1zli1:g 
choice at all. 

If we are to vvrite a word, whose tone we know to be either 
a2• , a 1 , a 3 , we luiow that the initial consonant belongs t.o the 
high class and we cannot hesitate in ou1• choice in that respect. 

The only difficulty about this system is tlmt "lll may be read 
in three different ways, viz. };'a2, 7c'G7.1' and 7c'a11 ; while rnn nmy, 

in its turn, be read either lc'cilc" or lc'alc
5 

~ncl FJ~fl lc'alc" or k'alc5• 

To a foreigner this seems extremely inconvenient, whereas to a Lao 
born it does not make any difference. The context always precludes 
any hesitation in deciding owhich i~ the correct tone. 

The fact is that Siamese is the only Tai language where a 
Rpecial contrivance has been set up to mnrlc the tones, and this 
feature is something absolutely foreign to rl'ai usages. A Tai does 
not need anything of the sort. 'l'he only difficult point with Siamese 
is the twofold notation of one and the same tone, in the case of 

am and vh read lc'as. 
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It is difficult not to suppose that %01 and A"1 have become pho

netically the same only u,£ter the Kinner alplmbet was borrowed by 

the proto-Siamese, because we cn,nnot understand otherwise how it is 

that we have -ill by the side of Al, a,lwn,ys occuning where it is re

quh·ed by tho phonetic laws. 

'l'hereforo, although we do not know what the sounds, that 

'll and A were intended to represent, actually were at thn,t time, we 
cn,nnot escn,pe the necessity of o,d mitting thu t they wore different 

from co,ch other. 

'l'herefore, even if "lJ n,ncl A, in that pn,rticular case, o,lrco,dy 

commanded the same tone, there was as much difference het·ween the 

two as het\veen 'll and fl at the present time. Nevertheless, if such 

wa,s the true state of affairs(l) , then in any case the system used 

was not so convenient, as in the Lao tonn,l system, where each set· 

of consonants has its own set of tones. 
We have now the full data of the problem. We ~1grce with 

M. Finot that one of the improvements to be ascribed (,o Rama 

GanihEn1 was to nmke the tone notation more precise. We have shown 

that,- on tl1is point of tone notation, the tru,clition of the proto.Siamese 

script has been preserved by tho eastern Lo,o script, and thn,t most 

probably, therefore, the proto-Siamese script contented itself with 

the system which we know to be quite clear enough for a Tai. In 

fact, it had no tone-marks. Nothing had been clone towards marking 

tones. The only thing was that, the tones depending on the quality 

of the initial consonant, the latter wn,s a help towards recognizing 

the proper tone in reading. 'l'hen, why is it that Ramo, Gainhhi. took 

the revolutionary com·se of setting up a _tone-marking system, o, sys
tem absolutely foreign to Tu,i uso,ge ? 

As it wo,s and still is of no usc to Tai born people, Rama 

Gi1ri::J.hen had most proba?ly in view the non-Tai people upon whom 

(1) In fact we do not believe that it Wtts. %til nnd Al remained dis
tinct from ettch other in tone long after Rama Gari1heit's time. (Of. infm 
"Note sur les tons et les initinJes .... p. 103)" 

• 
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he intended to .. enforce the use of Siamese as their language, and 

who had, up to Iti1mn, Gi11illton's time, spoken non-tonal languages. 

'l'his vievv is supported by the curious fact that Rama 

G i11illltn1's alpha, bet, t\H an Indiu.n alphabet, is complete, though from 

tho outHet hal£ the letters we iind in it,rnust have been superfluous. 

Here again we think that the old proto-Siamese alphabet must have 

been what the eastern Lao alphabet is now. It only contained what 

was necessary to note the Tai consonants ·which we cannot suppose 

to have ever been u.s numerons as in Sanskrit. Both novelties are 

tho outcome of the same policy that 11imed at assimilating the lVIon

K.hmer peoples o£ the :M:enam valley. They are but an application 
of the long tested maxims of a clever imperialism. 

It is no use repeating here what has been said by one of 

the authors in "The origins of tho Sukhodaya dynlLsty (JSS, 

XIV, 1). In this respect, as in· so many others, the 'l'ai of Sukho

daya were only following in the wake of the Kinner whose 

inheritlLnce they were appropriating at that time. Rama Giirilhe.l1, 

" tho,t an{bitious sovereign " as M. Finot says, wo,nted to give 

the 'fai language, which wo,s his own, which he was importing into 

new territr)l·ies, the same :facilities that the Khmer language possess- • 

eel for the purpose of conveying the icl eas underlying the civilization 

or India. His aim was to do with the 'l'ai language what the Khmer 

had achieved with their tongue. Equipped with an Indilln 1Llphabet, 

now c~mplete, 'l'o,i was thenceforward able to preserve, :for the terms 

borrowed £rom India, all of them expressing ideas of eivilizlLtion, 

their written ttppearanco if not their original pronunciation, and to 

enlist thorn in its own vocabulary without maldng them unrecog

nizable. Even i:f we do not gntnt that Rama Garilhen may have 

had such a deliberate design and such a clear foresight of Siamese 

destiny, it must be allowed that such a consequence was involved in 

a reform, the purpose o£ which, in Rama Gi11hhen's mind, was then 

only to i·aise the Tai language to the same level as the Khmer, but 

which in fact at the came time provided it with means to replace 
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the h•tter completely, seeing that the Ta.i conquerors had on their 

Ride military and political supremacy. 

'l'he t11Ak was lll1tcle easier owing to the fact tlutt the 'rai were 

confronted with 11 population with no unity of language. 'J'he Menam 

valley, i~ iB true, wa.s the seat of .Mon-Khmer langnnges, but not of 

one only, although Khmer wa.s spreading a.t the expense of Mon, as 

it ha.d been doing from an early period, and as it was still doing at 

tho outset of XHith. centmy A. D. The blow deo,lt by Rama 

Ga1ilhtni. at the Khmer supremacy had done something towo,rds 

crushing the prestige of a languo,ge, which up to that time ha.d been 

the chief vehicle of civilization, and before which Mon, in the Khmer 

territ.ory, was withdrawing. The Khmer and the Mon of the Menam 

Valley, ft·om now onward, will be Siamese subjects on the S[l,me footing. 

'l'heir common language will be Siamese, and Hama Gi11ilheil's plan 

will he to give Sia meso a 11 tho nc~essary means to overcome the 

Kinner tongue in the territories newly eonr1uered by the 'l'ai armies. 

But this was not tho only task to be achieved, Sittmese being 
~" bngnage ~ith a complic1.1ted sy:.;tem of tones, ill-sni.ted to the 
habits or the new subjects of the Siu.niese crown, whose tongutJS were 
uniformly non-tonal. 

'rho very clever idea which then occured. to Rama Ga1b.heii 

was to make it et1sier to master the tones by noting them, an idea 

which under ordinary circumstances would have seemed almost 

stupid to a 'fu,i, since tone m1.1rks, as alren.dy indicttted, were of but 

very little use to him. It seems that nothing but the unprecedented 

conditions with which the 'l'a.i ruler was confronted at that time can 

account for such a unique fact. The truth of our view appears even 

more clearly i.E it is remembered that, as soon as the position o£ the 

SiamCAC became a strong one, the notation or tones bec~me far less 

regubr. A short time after Riima Gii.1ilheil., the inscription's note the 

tones only erraticu 1ly and carelesAly. If Rama GU.ri1hbi's tradition 

was restored later on, so that nowadays the tone8 are alw;,ays con· 

sistently marked, the reason for this fa.ct seems to be that a fresh , 

expanswn o£ Siamese power during the Ayudhya period made it 
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necessa,ry to revert to the policy launched at the time when .Snkho

daya was rising under the first or TtLi conquerors in Siam. 

Another historical f11ct points to the s11me conclusion. The 

codificn,tion movement initiu ted in tho reigH of Ramadhipati I, the 

first King of Ayndhya, comiug just after the formation by means of. 

conquest of a new 'rai kingdom, peopled by men of a non-Tai stocl~, 

almost u,ll of them spen,king Khmer, seems to have been started to 

enforce upon a heterogenous people a uniform code of laws. 

All this is a strong support of the view that the system of 
tone marli:ing cannot be u,ssigned to a du,te prior to 1292. 

The consequence which follo\vs from all the evidence both 

linguisticn,l and historicn,l recorcled above is then that the proto

Siamese alphtLbet ·was identical with the Lao alphabet. 

The manifold origins of those who were now the gre11tcr 

mass of Siamese-speaking people makes it improbable thu,t the minor 

shades of tone, easy to preserve for a Tai-born speaker, ~hould be 

me1intained. 

In sp!~e of its great ingenuity, Rama G'11i1hen's contrivance 

was bound to be inefficient, wherever the niceties of the tone system 

should be concerned. One of these niceties was prob:tbly the dis·-

tinction between the tone or f1 and the tone of ~1 This view is con

finned by the fact that in eastem Lao the two corresponding tones 
• 
~re but little different from one another, c~" and au . Such a nice differ· 

euce could hardly be preserved by speakers unfamiliar with tones. 

This ft.ct, moreover, helongs to one o.E the most widely Rpread types of 

lino·uistic chanae which if:l met with, vvhenevcr a r)eople adopts a new "' "' . 
la11auarre in place of its old one. 'l'he niceties of th(\ borrowed lang-

"' t:> • 

u?'ge are to a very large extent blurred in the process. It must be 

noted now that this powerful cause of change was only brought into 

full action at the time of Hama Ga1hhei1, when for the first time, 

ln,rge masses of Mon-Khmer population were subjugated by Tn,i con

querors, who were in a position to impose their language upon their 

new subjeds. 
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The technical questions raised by the facts we have just 

recalled and replaced in their original setting will be fully dis

cussed in the two essays which we publish in French in this issue, 

under the titles: "Note sur lcs tons et les initiales du vieux siamois 

a l'epoque de Sukhodaya,'', and " '11 et r1 et leur origine." 

.. 
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